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No1 Living 40´   
 

  

                                                                                              
No1 Living is supplied with plenty of high quality equipment, which allows his purchaser to 
move in immediately. No1 Living is able to inhabit 12 guests with comfortable and 
pleasant feeling on board. 
 
1. Design 
The basis of No1 Living is composed from steel construction with anticorrosion protection 
without any maintenance requirements and with high-strength, resistance and very long 
durability. Great floatation is ensured by polyethylene segmented floats from German 
supplier, which are resistant to UV radiation and frost with inner tanks (470l for waste and 
470l for clean water).

 
2. Residential extension 30 m2  
Walls, ceiling and floor of the body creates lightened thermally insulating material with 
thermal resistance R = 1.25. No1 Living is modeled and manufactured to fulfill high 
requirements for design and long durability. Walls surface from both sides is made from 
aluminum plate, ceiling and floor has besides the isolating layer also laminate and 
waterproof plywood.  For doors and windows are used high quality aluminum frames in 
anthracite color with emphasis on interrupted thermal bridge. Glazing in frames is made 
from hardened isolating security double glass (Ug = 1,1). 
 

3. Kitchen  
High quality kitchen unit in white color is equipped with a durable, non-porous worktop from 
Corian material, stainless steel sink with chrome faucet Hansgrohe, built-in two-plate 
induction cooker 230 V, refrigerator with inside freezer and capacity 130 l and two sockets 
230 V. Built-in LED lighting 12 V, door hinges and drawer hinges in kitchen with a soft roll are 
obvious. 

 
4. Main living room 
The basis of the living area is a wall unit in white with sliding doors and storage space. It is 
supplemented by gray carpet with a high hair and softly upholstered ceiling in white 
synthetic leather, by which are upholstered the pillars of the structure. Elegant design is 
decorated by dual LED ceiling lights and two additional LED spotlights. For usage of other 
appliances are added 2 sockets 230 V. Front glass wall with glazed both sides gives a sense of  
harmony with nature together with panoramic views of the water, which can be enjoyed 
equally well in cold weather as in summer when the sliding doors into front terrace are 
widely open.  
 

 
 

  

Standard equipment specifications
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5.  Bedroom  
The dominant design and practical element in the bedroom is built-in wardrobe in white 
with plenty of storage space. Cozy interior complements a high hair carpet in gray and softly 
upholstered ceiling in white synthetic leather, by which are upholstered the pillars of the 
structure. Lighting is provided by ceiling linear LED lights that interconnect the space with 
the main living room when the sliding doors are open.  Obviously a socket 230 V is not 
missing in the bedroom.  
From model year 2016, the bedroom has not only the door leading to the rear deck, but also 
opening aluminum window in anthracite color. 
 

 
 
6. Bathroom 
     
Due to the character of No1 Living, bathroom contains ceramic toilet with electric pump 
flushing. Clean and sleek bathroom design underlines a separate sink Villeroy Boch with 
cabinet and Hansgrohe sink faucet. The mirror is positioned on the upper hanging cabinet. 
Even in the bathroom the 230 V socket and LED spotlight is not missing. On the insulated 
floor is set highly durable, washable flooring. The bathroom has as standard a tilting window 
for direct ventilation with aluminum frame in anthracite color and tempered double glazing 
with glass in non-transparent adjustment. 
 

7. Technical (maintenance) room 
As in every apartment or house, even in the No1 Living is not missing the technical room, 
which is a technological center for safe running. Switchboard, including protection against 
overvoltage and indicator of drinking and waste water is fulfilled with separate lighting. 

 
8. Storage room 
This space is accessible from the outside by separated doors. Expansion tank for pressure 
water distribution and drinking water pump with hot water boiler is placed there. It contains 
also a separated lighting fixture. 
 

9. Lower deck 20m2 
The characteristic label of No1 Living is a comfortable and safe walkway around the entire 
vessel with the walkable rear and front deck together with a high steel railing with handrail 
made from beautiful fine wood Iroko filled with stranded wires made of stainless steel. 
Railing of walkway is equipped with four going through passes. The deck is made from 
natural pine wood. On the lower deck is also positioned a filling tube for drinking water 
together with suction opening for the waste tank. 
There are 4 anchoring cleats of No1 Living on board, and they are located in every corner. On 
the rear deck is also located connecting point for the ground connection 230 V. 
In each of the four corners of the ceiling is placed LED spot light for safe movement on deck 
at night. There is also a 230 V socket in the ceiling on the rear deck. 

 
  

The bathroom has a shower including screens and shower set Hansgrohe.
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10. Upper terrace 50m2 
What distinguishes No1 Living from apartments, houses and boats of similar size is 
surprisingly a large walkable upper terrace. Entrance to mentioned upper terrace is through 
comfortable stairs from the rear deck, so even during bigger visits is kept privacy of owners 
in the bedrooms. Steel staircase with fine wood Iroko is equipped with stainless steel railing. 
The whole terrace is equipped with steel railing with stainless steel wires and robust handle 
from fine wood Iroko for maximum security. Upper terrace is provided with a flexible 
waterproofing coating for long durability and drained by four built-in water drain pipes. 
 


